ES&H Web-based Training through SkillSoft
https://slactraining.skillport.com/SkillPortFE/login/login.cfm

Safety Orientation for Non-SLAC Employees (SON)
Employee Orientation to Environment, Safety, and Health (GERT)

**Returning SSRL Users:** Go to [http://www-public.slac.stanford.edu/phonebook/search.html](http://www-public.slac.stanford.edu/phonebook/search.html) to locate your System ID by entering information into one or more of the search fields

**New SSRL Users:** Contact Jacqueline Kerlegan by email to obtain a System ID

* Alternate contacts: Michelle Steger, Lisa Dunn, and Cathy Knotts
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Login at [https://slactraining.skillport.com/SkillPortFE/login/login.cfm](https://slactraining.skillport.com/SkillPortFE/login/login.cfm) with your SLAC System ID and SkillSoft Password (slac2005)

NOTE:
We are seeing unpredictable behavior with the version 3 series of Firefox and Safari on SkillSoft (Mac and PC). The course will appear to perform normally but the final scores are not always posting. Please check your My Report link on the left hand side of your SkillSoft home page to verify that your training has been recorded. If possible, we recommend you use Internet Explorer on a Windows computer until we can verify this problem has been rectified.

Please notify ESH Training esh-training@slac.stanford.edu if you encounter this problem.
Add “Problem with SkillSoft training” to the subject line.
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2. (Select) “Safety Orientation for Non-SLAC Employees”
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3 (Select) “Play”
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A new window will open so please wait for the program to start.
To start the training (select) “yes” to agree to the conditions for self-monitored training.

4

Conditions of Self-Monitored Training for
ROBLETO, JACQUELINE

This training is intended to benefit you, the learner, by delivering the necessary skills and knowledge to enhance your performance in today’s dynamic workplace. Therefore, all responses to test questions should be provided by you. This is not an open book exam. If less than a successful score you may retake the training and tests as needed.

Do you agree to the following?
All responses to test questions will be provided solely by me.
I will neither seek nor receive any assistance, written or oral, for my responses.
I acknowledge that I am the person listed on this page.

Yes  No

Please Wait...
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After you complete (SON) training (select) “Exit” to save the course and then (select) “Yes” to exit the SkillSoft Player when prompted by the dialog box.
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6. (Select) “Web Training Catalog” to go back to the main index
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7. (Select) “GERT Training”
To start your training (select) “Play” and then agree to the conditions for self-monitored training.

Course 115 - General Employee Radiation Training (GERT)
Conditions of Self-Monitored Training

This training is intended to benefit you, the learner, by delivering the necessary skills and knowledge to enhance your performance in today’s dynamic workplace. Therefore, all responses to test questions should be provided by you. This is not an open book exam. If you make less than a successful score you may retake the training and tests as needed.

Do you agree to the following?

All responses to test questions will be provided solely by me.
I will neither seek nor receive any assistance, written or oral, for my responses.
I acknowledge that I am the person signed into this training.

Yes I agree No, I don't agree
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(Select) the right arrow to progress through the training and sample tests. When you finish a section a check mark will appear next to

**Important - Please Read!**

As you proceed through this training, a check mark will appear beside each slide you complete in the index to the left. Once all the slides in a section have checkmarks, you will be able to proceed to the next section. Once you complete all the sections, you may proceed on to the test.

You may stop at any time and return later to your bookmark in this training. If you leave the training for any length of time, please close the course player by clicking the X in the upper right corner of the player window. SkillSoft may automatically log you off if there is no activity for a prolonged period. This could result in your training not being tracked.

Click on the right arrow in the grey box on the lower right of this window to continue.
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(Note) You have an option to challenge the GERT exam directly by selecting the link at the bottom of the left-column pane.
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On successful completion of the exam you will be presented with a quiz results page and confirmation screen.

Please be sure to click on the "X" in the upper right hand corner of the player window to close the course.
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Verify credit for the exam by (selecting) “My Report”
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**Returning SSRL Users:** Go to [http://www-public.slac.stanford.edu/phonebook/search.html](http://www-public.slac.stanford.edu/phonebook/search.html) to locate your System ID by entering information into one or more of the search fields

**New SSRL Users:** Contact [Jacqueline Kerlegan](mailto:Jacqueline.Kerlegan@slac.stanford.edu) by email to obtain a System ID

* Alternate contacts: [Michelle Steger](mailto:Michelle.Steger@slac.stanford.edu), [Lisa Dunn](mailto:Lisa.Dunn@slac.stanford.edu), and [Cathy Knotts](mailto:Cathy.Knotts@slac.stanford.edu)